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Most rubbish was once packaging for food,
drinks, clothes, toys and other objects.
Packaging materials like plastic, glass and foil
take a lot of energy to make. Most of the energy
used comes from fossil fuels, which pollute our
land, air and water.

Most packaging is 'disposable' or 'single use'.
This means it is only used once before it is
thrown out. What a waste!

Recycling turns rubbish into something new.
Recycling is much better than throwing rubbish
into landfill, but it isn't the perfect answer. Did
you know that 91% of all the plastic ever made
has not been recycled? The best solution is to
reduce our use of plastic and other packaging. 

When rubbish is dropped as litter, it ends up in
nature. Harmful chemicals can make their way
into the environment and hurt animals, plants,
soil and people. Plastic never breaks down!
 

Litter Landfill Recycle Reuse Reduce

a whale's tale
Click on the picture of the whale to watch
a short video that shows how rubbish can
hurt sea creatures, and what humans can
do to help. 

kids vs plastic
Click on the picture to the left to watch a
series of videos that will show you how to
make easy D.I.Y swaps for single use
plastic. This will help you reduce your
rubbish! 

What's so bad
about rubbish?

Want to learn
more?

Click here

Click here

all about plastic
Click on the picture of the plastic bottles to
find out more about why plastic is a
problem, what we can do about it, and
cool kids who are fighting plastic in their
communities. Click here

game on!
Click on the picture of Earth to play Litter
Critters, a game that will teach you how to
sort different kinds of rubbish to go in the
right bin. This will add to your recycling
knowledge! Click here

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xFPoIU5iiYQ
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLQlnTldJs0ZShdA-WgjGEvP7OH2t1rxzT
https://www.natgeokids.com/au/?s=plastic&post_type=
https://www.abcya.com/games/recycling_game


Young 
changemakers!

Check out these awesome
Aussie kids who are fighting
waste through campaigns,

science and art!

molly steer

angelina arora

Solli raphael

After learning that plastic never breaks down, and that the
ocean is filling with more plastic every day, 11 year old Molly
from Cairns knew she needed to do something. Molly
started a campaign called 'Straw No More', where she got
plastic straws removed from her school canteen. Now,
778,114 schools and businesses have said they will no longer
use plastic straws. Wow! 

Aussie high school student, Angelina, has invented a new
kind of plastic. And instead of fossil fuels, this one is made
out of PRAWN SHELLS! This prawn plastic works just as well
as normal plastic, but breaks down in just 30 days. Because
it's made out of natural materials, it doesn't harm the
environment and uses a waste product from the food
industry. What an amazing invention!

15 year old Solli uses his
talent for poetry to make
change. He has even
published a poetry book
called 'Limelight'. His poems
are about making the world
a better place and looking
after the environment. In his
spare time, Solli cleans up
rubbish at his local beach. 

https://www.strawnomore.org/


As you can see, there are heaps of
things we can all do to help stop

rubbish being created, and ending
up in nature. Can you think of

something you will do to help? 
Here are some more ideas to get you

started!

Organise a clean up
Trash Gather (the group who runs Rubbish
Rangers and created this magazine) started as  
group of friends cleaning up rubbish together
for fun. Start a clean up group with your
friends, and see who else you can get
involved: your school, community, family or
local businesses! 

plastic-free canteen
Have you ever noticed how much single use
plastic is in your canteen? You could get a
group of students together to campaign your
canteen to replace plastic with reusable
packaging, or eco-friendly options, just like
Molly Steer did with 'Straw No More'. 

try eco-friendly options
Instead of using single-use plastic, try some eco-friendly
items instead! Swap plastic water bottles to reusable
ones, swap cling wrap for beeswax wraps, or sandwich
bags with a reusable container. You could encourage
your friends and family to try out your favourite swaps!

Talk to politicians
Politicians can help make new laws, like laws to reduce
single-use plastic. Send a letter or meet with your
local MP to let them know you're worried about the
amount of plastic we're making and wasting!

get creative
Are you more of a creative person? Like Solli, you
could write poems to raise awareness about the
environment. You could also paint, take photos, write
a song or make a short film to spread your message.
You could do a craft project turning rubbish into art! 

invent something new
Are you into science? Like Angelina, you could try your
hand at inventing a new product that replaces single-
use plastic, recycles rubbish into something new, or
cleans up rubbish from the ocean. Kids have a secret
weapon that lots of grown ups don't... an amazing
imagination! The possibilities are endless. 

talk to businesses
Lots of cafes and restaurants use single-use
plastic packaging for their food. You could talk to
your local businesses about awesome reusable
or eco-friendly alternatives they could use! 

What Can i do?



This magazine has given you a look into the problem of
rubbish, and some ideas for solutions. 

Now it's your turn. 
Kids are the future leaders and carers of our world, and

you've got some big challenges ahead. With your
imagination, creativity and energy, you can 

change the world! 

Print this page and cut out the Rubbish Rangers
certificate below. On your certificate, write down one
action you will take to reduce plastic and rubbish in

your home, school, community or local environment. 

name date

1

2

3

Want to get hands-on with cleaning up
the planet? Here is a step-by-step guide

to organising an awesome clean up event! 

how to run your
own clean up

Get some helpers:
Tell friends, family members or teachers about your
idea, and put together a team of helpers who can each
take on a different job. 

Pick a day, time and meeting point:
Pick a spot in your school or neighbourhood that has
lots of rubbish. Pick a day and time that will work for
most of the people that you want to come to your
clean up. Pick a safe spot for everyone to meet and
give clear instructions on how to get there. 

become a rubbish
rangeR!

to protect our planet
from rubbish, i will: 

Safety first: 
Make sure you keep everyone safe by either
providing bags and gloves, or asking people to bring
their own. Go to cleanupaustralia.org.au to get free
bags and gloves.

Spread the word:
Invite people to your clean up by putting up posters,
making flyers and making an online event. Ask your
team of organisers to help! 

4
On the day: 
Before you start, talk to people about safety, (e.g. stay
in pairs or small groups, don't touch dangerous
objects, wear a hat, and look out for snakes). Give
people a finish time, then meet back to sort the
rubbish out and give each other a big high 5! 

5

https://www.cleanupaustraliaday.org.au/


Grab a pen and paper and write down
your answers to these quiz questions
to test your knowledge about trash!

Answers are upside down on the
bottom of the next page (no peeking!). 

Q1 - The energy and materials used to make
plastic come from ______ fuels?

Q2 - What percentage of all the plastic in the
world has actually been recycled?

Q3 - True or False: By the year 2050, there
will be more plastic in the ocean than fish. 

Q5 - You can stop rubbish from harming
animals and nature by organising a _______ in

your school or neighbourhood.

Q4 - The best thing we can do to save the
planet from waste is to:

a) Reduce    b) Reuse    c) Recycle

rubbish quiz! Glossary
Rubbish Quiz Answers!

Q1: Fossil Fuels, Q2: 9%, Q3: True, Q4: Reduce, Q5: clean up

Fossil fuels: Fossil fuels are old life forms like plants or
dinosaurs that have decomposed over a very long
period of time to form coal, gas and oil. We use fossil
fuels to power our cars, homes and factories.
Unfortunately they produce greenhouse gas
emissions which cause climate change.

Climate change: When we pollute the air and water
with greenhouse gas emissions, the planet gets
hotter. This changes our environment and is
dangerous for animals and people.

Recycling: Recycling is the act of transforming one
object into another, usually rubbish into new items.

Landfill: Landfill is the place where our rubbish goes if
it is not recycled. It is usually a big hole in the ground
where the rubbish sits forever. 

Campaign: A series of planned actions to achieve a
shared goal. 

Disposable: Only intended to be used once, single-
use.

Reusable: Designed to be used many times. 


